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1. Introduction 

1.1 Who Should Read this User Guide 

This User Guide is designed to be used by Tiers 3 coders of the Place of Work variable. Tier 3 coders 
must render coding decisions for Place of Work and Name of Firm responses which are the most difficult 
to code. 

A special Interactive Coding System has been designed to assist you as a Tier 3 coder in rendering 
accurate and expedient coding decisions while adjudicating and recoding responses or coding responses 
which were referred or deferred during previous coding operations. This document describes the 
mechanics of these special coding facilities available only to Tier 3 coders. 

The coding functions available to Tier 3 coders also include all those available to Tier 2 coders. 
Knowledge of the Place of Work Interactive Coding System for Tier 2 coders is required in order to use 
the system as a Tier 3 coder. Coding facilities available to Tier 2 coders are referenced, but not 
documented in this User Guide. If you are not familiar with the Place of Work Interactive Coding System 
for Tier 2 coders, it is recommended that you read the User Guide for Place of Work Coding - Tier 1 
and 2. 

A number of terms and abbreviations are used in the User Guide and the Place of Work Interactive 
Coding System to refer to specific geographical units used by the Census of Population. If you are not 
familiar with the terms and abbreviations used in the census such as CMA and block-face, it is 
recommended that you read section 7 - Glossary. 

A basic knowledge of Windows is required to use the Place of Work Interactive Coding System. If you 
are a new Windows user, it is recommended that you read section 8 - Basic Operations in Windows. 

1.2 Examples Used 

Within this User Guide, examples are used for illustrative purposes only. With the production system, 
you may obtain different results. 

1.3 Other Reference Documents 

The following documents address other aspects of coding Place of Work responses. 

• Place of Work Training Guide; 
• Place of Work Coding Manual; 
• Place of Work Referral Manual for Coding - Tier 2; and 
• User Guide for Place of Work Coding - Tier 1 and 2. 
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2. To Start Coding 

Before You Start 

In order to access the Place of Work Interactive Coding System as a Tier 3 coder, the following 
prerequisites must be satisfied. 

• You must have received your coder ID and your password from the system administrator. 
• You must have been granted authorization of a Tier 3 coder by the system administrator. 
• You must have notified the system administrator of your language preference. The system is 

available in both official languages: English or French. 
• You must have access to a workstation properly set up for the Place of Work Interactive Coding 

System. 

You will be taught how to start the Place of Work Interactive Coding System during training. 





3. Tier 3 Coding Menu 

When you first start a Place of Work coding session, a blank screen is displayed and, within the top rows 
of the screen, a menu bar listing the options available to a Tier 3 coder appears, as illustrated below. 

3.1 Choosing a Menu Option 

' ' ;? ISabCLnbm. AutoiiiirtLd Ludiiij Co Jaqi Autoinatibt ilu RtceiitiLineiil I MUG 
gdit Window Tier3 Coding 

perS Coding 
Adjudicating & Re-coding — 
Coding Referred & Deferred 
Exit 

Point the mouse to the Tier3 Coding option on the menu bar and 
press the left mouse button. 

The background color of the menu item selected becomes highlighted and a pull-down menu of the 
options available is displayed as illustrated below. 

Point to the desired option and 
press the left mouse button. 

Again, the background color of the option selected becomes highlighted and starts execution. 

3.2 Adjudicating & Re-coding Option 

When the option [Adjudicating & Re-coding] is selected from the Tier3 coding menu, the Tier 3 coder is 
expected: 

1. to adjudicate responses sampled for quality control and for which Tier 2 coders disagree on the 
appropriate code to be assigned; or 

2. to recede responses from lots coded by Tier 2 coders which failed quality control and which were not 
sampled for quality control. 

Two coding strategies are available in order to resolve responses which need adjudication or re-coding. 
These are: 

1. to accept one of the codes assigned during a previous coding operation as the most appropriate code 
for the respondent data; or 

2. to search the reference files for the most appropriate reference file record using the same coding 
screen used by Tier 2 coders. 



3.3 Coding Referred & Deferred Option 

When the option [Coding Referred & Deferred] is selected from the Tier3 coding menu, the Tier 3 coder 
is expected: 

1. to code responses Tier 1 and 2 coders were not able to code and have referred to Tier 3 coders for 
resolution; or 

2. to code responses a Tier 3 coder deferred during a previous coding session. A Tier 3 coder may have 
deferred coding while adjudicating or recoding a response. 

The only coding strategy available in order to resolve responses which were referred or deferred is: 

• to search the reference files for the most appropriate reference file record using the same coding 
screen used by Tier 2 coders. 

3.4 Exit Option 

When the [Exit] option is selected from the Tier3 coding menu, a confirmation dialog appears. You must 
supply an answer to the confirmation dialog. 

Exit Coding Program eonfirmation. 

Exit Place of Work Coding Program 

QK 

Choose [OK] to exit the 
confirmation dialog and [-1 
end the coding session. 

Carwel 

Choose [Cancel] to exit the 
—I confirmation dialog without 

ending the coding session. 
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4. Adjudicating & Re-coding Responses 

4.1 Adjudication & Re-Coding Screen 

When the [Adjudicating & Re-coding] option is selected, a coding screen labelled Adjudication & Re-
Coding Failed Lots from Tier 2 is displayed along with data pertaining to the first respondent to be coded. 

Workplace 
1553PRINaPALE,J3E1WS 

SAINTENIUUE QUEBEC 

Film A B REPARATION 

Residence 

OTTAWA 

OTTAWA • HULL 

ONTARIO 

Census Tracts Reference File 

Census Tract: 23.00 
MONTREAL, ALMA, QUEBEC 

C i t i e s / T o w n s 

PlaceName: SAINTEJUUE 

SAINTE JULIE. ST. JOHN'S. QUEBEC 

B u s i n e s s e s / B u i l d i n g s 

Firm A B PLUMBING t. HEATING 

49 ACADIAN CR . ,K2J3Z8 

NEPEAN, OTTAWA • HULL, ONTARIO 

TIER TWO CODER 

TIER ONE CODER 

TIER ONE CODER 

l^g^gg^i i 

Tier Two procedures 

la^^&itei 

I fAee^t Code I 

IrAcceptieSaej 

r ErfKdSî "-'' 

•Golo— 

{• Scfeen^:!;! 

"". JBhBter * 

iitafiKancftgla 

Ptmsffim 

lM«>it 

y,''COT>!ir«4e; 

! SraniBelKKt 

The responses to the Place of Work and Name of Firm questions and Place of Residence information are 
all displayed in the top segment of the screen. The coding history of the response is the main body of the 
coding screen. A number of action buttons are also available on the Adjudication & Re-Codin^ screen. 

Each component of the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen is described in the following sections. 



4.2 Respondent Data 

Workplace Residence 
1553PRINCIPALE,J3E1W6 OTTAWA 

OTTAWA-HULL 
SAINTEJULIE QUEBEC ONTARIO 

Firm A B REPARATION 

Responses to the Place of Work and Name of Firm questions and Place of Residence information are all 
displayed in the top segment of the screen. In order to code Place of Work, you need to analyse the 
information available about a respondent in order to select the most appropriate code for the respondent 
data. This information can only be browsed (read mode). 

4.3 Coding History 

The main body of the screen is the coding history of the response which indicates how a response was 
resolved by all previous coders. 

For each coding operation previously performed on a response, the following information is displayed: 

• Level of coder: Tier 1 or 2; 
• Reference file name or indicator that the response was flagged as a Special Case; 
• Reference file record assigned or category selected when response is flagged as a Special Case; 

• Source of code when code was assigned by a Tier 2 coder; 
• Tier 1 procedures; or 
• Tier 2 procedures, that is, one of: 

• research procedure, 
• address imputation, or 
• census tract coded. 

Census Tracts Reference File TIER TWO CODER |[Ac£ertCode| 
Census Tract: 3.01 \ i 

HAMILTON, ALMA. ONTARIO \ Coding procedure ^ — > ^ 
Reference file name ^ Reference file record M Level of coder Tier Two procedures 

Special Case Responses TIER TWO CODER 

WdrkPlaceLocation: No Fixed workPlace \ 
\ - | Special Case response M Category of Special Case^ Level of coder 

Businesses/Buildings TIER ONE CODER 
Firm: GRIMES REALTY CO LTD 

2460H. COULOMBE RD , ,K1B4S5 

OTTAWA, OTTAWA - HULL, ONTARIO 

Reference file name ^ Reference file record M Level of coder 

This information can only be browsed (read mode). 
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4.4 Action Buttons 

A group of six (6) buttons plus two (2) individual buttons are displayed 
vertically on the right-hand side of the Adjucation & Re-Coding screen. Exit Coding 

Each button contains a brief description of the action each initiates. 

During a coding session, each button will toggle from a highlighted to a dimmed 
appearance indicating whether a given action can or cannot be initiated. A 
button is highlighted and functional when certain conditions specific to each 
action are met. 

Example: 
[Previous] button is not available for the first response of a session. 
Goto [Screen 2] button is not available when there are less than six (6) codes 
previously assigned. 

Each button has a special character called a hot key. The hot key is the 
underlined character in the description associated with the action button. To 
initiate the action, you may click on the button using the mouse or enter its hot 
key character using the keyboard. 

-Golo-
Scieen 2 1 

Defer 

Reference File' 

Previous 

Next 

Continue 

Print Report 
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4.5 Goto Screen 

A response which needs to be adjudicated or receded has been assigned at least three (3) codes by 
previous coding operations. Depending where it originates from, a response could have been assigned up 
to seven (7) codes. The first screen displays up to a maximum of five (5) previously assigned codes 
associated with a response. 

The Goto [Screen] button is used to display a screen and toggle between the first pGotp 
and second screen of coding history when a response has more than five (5) 
previously assigned codes. 

When a response has more than five (5) codes, the sixth and seventh codes are displayed on a second 
screen. 

Click on the [Screen 21 button to display the second screen of coding historv. 

Workplace 
323STJ0HNRD,H9R3J1 

Firm HADLEY GIFTS INC 

C i t i e s / T o w n s 

RaoeNarrte: HAMILTON 

HAMILTON, HAMILTON, ONTARIO 

C e n s u s T r a c t s R e f e r e n c e F i l e 

Census Tract; 3.04 

HAMILTON, ALMA, ONTARIO 

S p e c i a l C a s e R e s p o n s e s 

WoikPlaceLocation: Outside Canada 

S p e c i a l C a s e R e s p o n s e s 

WoikPlaceLocation: Nonsense 

C i t i e s / T o w n s 

PlaceNarne: ST. JEAN BAPTISTE 

MONTCALM, ST. JOHNS, MANITOBA 

Residence 

HAMILTON 

HAMILTON 

ONTARIO 

TIER TWO CODER 

TIER TWO CODER 

TIER TWO CODER 

TIER TWO CODER 

TIER ONE CODER 

[gppC^j 

Tier One procedures 

\9iSSS^<lSSt6\ 

Tier Two procedues 

|>Aic^et«-C6«te1 

|!toB<q>t<CtiKia'i 

\^fsssm&s& 

mm^^ 
:Bel«ia|uae:^b 

Ireil Report 
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V/orkPiace 
323 ST JOHN RD, H9R3J1 

Residence 

HAMILTON 

HAMILTON 

ONTARIO 

Firm HADLEY GIFTS INC 

Businesses/Bui ld ings 

Firm; GIFTART 
44G0RT CR , ,K1G4R5 
OTTAWA, OTTAWA • HULL, ONTARIO 

TIER ONE CODER 

ICSccept Cb'tlel 

Ptosipt Code] 

IS^^EetrtCodel 

IJACceptl 

• £3ACMb>s'' 

•Goto— 

y'lWiei-

^xt'-r:. 

iBtVHMl;. 

When Screen 2 is displayed, click on the [Screen 1] button to toggle back to Screen 1. 

The [Screen] button changes appearance and label. 

rGoto-

r Screen 2 

rGoto-

rGolo-

The button is dimmed and not functional when there is only one screen of 
coding history. 

The button is highlighted to go to Screen 2 when there are two screens of 
coding history and Screen 1 is displayed. 

The button is highlighted to go to Screen 1 when there are two screens of 
coding history and Screen 2 is displayed. 
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4.6 Accept Code 

Each reference file record previously assigned to a respondent record by another coder and listed on the 
coding history segment of the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen has an [Accept Code] button on its right-
hand side. 

The [Accept Code] button selects a specific reference file record previously 
assigned by another coder as the reference file record to use to code the 
respondent record displayed at the top of the screen. 

Wo-kPlace 
1553PRINaPALE,J3E1W6 

SAINTEOULIE QUEBEC 

Firm A B REPARATION 

Resdenoe 

OTTAWA 

OTTAWA-HULL 

ONTARIO 

Census Tracts Reference RIe 

Census Tract; 23.00 

MONTREAL. ALMA, QUEBEC" 

C i t i e s / T o w n s 

PlaceName; SAINTEJULIE 

5AINTEOUUE,5J. JOHN'S, QUEBLC 

TIER TWO CODER 

Businesses/Buildings 

Firm; A B PLUMBING & HEA' 

• 49 ACADIAN CR , , 1 ^ 3 2 8 

NEPEAN, OTTAWA • H U L L ONTARIO 

When you click on the [Accept Code] button associated with a reference file record, you accept this 
specific reference file record as the most appropriate for the respondent record displayed at the top of the 
screen. 

Once a code is accepted, the response is considered coded and the system automatically looks for the next 
response. 
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4.7 Reference File 

When none of the previously assigned codes displayed on the coding history segment of the Adjudication 
& Re-Coding screen appear to be the most appropriate to assign, a Tier 3 coder may choose an alternate 
coding strategy. 

R'yM«ticelgilel 
The [Reference File] button toggles to the coding screen used by Tier 2 
coders to search reference files. 

from Adjudication & 
Re-Coding screen 

The [Reference File] button from the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen, if pressed, displays the coding 
screen used by Tier 2 coders with the data of the respondent to be coded. A Tier 3 coder may choose to 
search different reference files using the same coding screen designed for Tier 2 coders. 

Workplace 
1553PRINaPALE,J3E1W6 

SAINTE^)UUE QUEBEC 

FirrT\ A B REPARATION 

Residence 

OTTAWA 

OTTAWA-HULL 

ONTARIO 

C e n s u s T r a c t s R e f e r e n c e F i le 

Census Tract: 23.00 

MONTREAL, ALMA, QUEBEC 

C i t i e s / T o w n s 

PlaceName; SAINTEJUUE 

SAINTEOUUE, ST. JOHN'S, QUEBEC 

B u s i n e s s e s / B u i l d i n g s 

Rrm; A B PLUMBING t, HEATING 

. 49 ACADIAN CR , ,K2J328 

NEPEAN, OTTAWA - HULL, ONTARIO 

TIER TWO CODER 

TIER ONE CODER 

TIER ONE CODER 

Tier Two procedures 

EaitCo<fing 

^yA'Aa^-^-Xi^ 

•i'Coiritinue" 

firW Report 

In this User Guide, we refer to the above screen as the Tier 2 coding screen. 

Upon entering the coding screen used by Tier 2 coders, the system assists the coder by automatically 
searching for the closest matching record in one of the reference files. The reference file record returned 
from the default search is displayed in the bottom segment of the screen. 
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The following is an overview of the options available to Tier 3 coders when resolving responses using the 
Tier 2 coding screen. 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

To assign the record selected from one of the reference files to the 
respondent data. 

To load the Census Tract reference file and select a record from it. 

To flag a response as a special case. A special case is an "odd" 
response which cannot be coded from any of the reference files 
available. 

Defer 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

To defer coding of a response to a later time. The [Defer] button is also 
available from the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen. 

When one of the above buttons from the Tier 2 coding screen is pressed and its associated action 
completed, the response is considered coded and the system toggles back to the Adjudication & Re-
Coding screen looking for the next response to be coded. 

At any time, a Tier 3 coder can toggle from the Tier 2 coding screen back to the Adjudication & Re-
Coding screen without coding the response by pressing the [Close] button. 

To close the Tier 2 coding screen and toggle back to the Adjudication 
& Re-Coding screen without coding the response. 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

What is different for a Tier 3 coder on the Tier 2 coding screen? 

The functions available to Tier 3 coders include all those available to Tier 2 coders with the following 
exceptions. The following buttons are always dimmed and not functional on the Tier 2 coding screen for 
Tier 3 coders. 

Previotis 

Next 

The equivalent of these buttons are available to a Tier 3 coder on the 
Adjudication & Re-Coding screen. They are are not available on the 
Tier 2 coding screen. 

Continue 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

Refei 1 The [Refer] button is used by Tier 1 and 2 coders to refer a response to 
-» a team of coders with more experience and expertise. This button is not 

from Tier 2 coding screen. ., , , ^ . ., , 
available to Tier 3 coders. 

When adjudicating or recoding responses, a Tier 3 coder has the option to defer coding to a later time by 
using the [Defer] button. The [Defer] button is available on both the Tier 2 coding screen and on the 
Adjudication & Re-Coding screen. 
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4.8 Defer 

The [Defer] button defers coding of a response to a later time. When 
adjudicating and recoding responses, the [Defer] button is available on both 

from Adjudication & the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen and on the Tier 2 coding screen 
Re-Coding screen ° 

At any time while attempting to adjudicate or recode a response, you may decide to defer coding to a later 
time. A Tier 3 coder may defer coding to a later time in order to research or consult other members of the 
Tier 3 coding team about the more difficult cases. 

When you click on the [Defer] button, a Defer confirmation dialog appears. You must supply an answer 
to the Defer confirmation dialog. 

Defer Adjudication / Re-Coding? 

Comments: 

Cancel 

IP 

m 

To enter a message: 
Position the cursor where you wish 
to enter text and click on the mouse. 
A blinking insertion point shows 
where the text will be inserted. 

The comments field is optional. It is a data entry field where you may type a message to send to the other 
members of the Tier 3 coding team. 

1. Type any comments you wish to send to other members of the Tier 3 coding team. 

2. Choose [OK] to confirm that you wish to defer coding to a later time. Once coding of a response is 
deferred, the system automatically looks for the next response. 

3. Choose [Cancel] to cancel and exit the Defer confirmation dialog. 
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4.9 Print Report 

£iint Report 
The [Print Report] button prints a formatted report of the response to be 
coded and its coding history. 

from Adjudication & 
Re-Coding screen 

At any time while attempting to adjudicate or recode a response, you may decide to print a report which 
lists the response to be coded and its coding history. The formatted report is equivalent to printing the 
Adjudication & Re-Coding screen. 

When you click on the [Print Report] button, a Print report confirmation dialog appears. You must 
supply an answer to the Print report confirmation dialog. 

Print Record? 

Comments: 

OK Cancel 

To enter a message: 
Position the cursor where you wish 
to enter text and click on the mouse. 
A blinking insertion point shows 
where the text will be inserted. 

The comments field is optional. It is a data entry field where you may type notes for yourself or a 
message to send to other members of the Tier 3 coding team. 

1. Type any comments you wish to send to other members of the Tier 3 coding team. 

2. Choose [OK] to confirm that you wish to print the report. 

3. Choose [Cancel] to cancel and exit the Print report confirmation dialog. 
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4.10 Previous/Next/Continue 

Picvious 

Next 

Contin]je 

The [Previous] button goes back to a previously observed response. 

The [Next] button advances to the next previously observed response. 

The [Continue] button skips all previously observed responses and returns to 
the first not yet coded response to continue coding. 

from Adjudication & 
RerCoding screen 

While coding responses using the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen, you may decide to review a 
previously observed response. The system allows to go back up to four (4) previously observed 
responses. 

Each time the [Previous] button is pressed, the system goes back one more previously observed response. 
The [Previous] button is functional only after at least one response has been either coded, deferred or 
flagged as a special case. 

Each time the [Next] button is pressed, the system advances one more previously observed response until 
you are positioned at the first not yet coded response. The [Next] button is functional only after the 
[Previous] button has been selected. 

The [Previous] and [Next] buttons display a previously observed response as if it had never been coded, 
referred or flagged as a special case. By looking at the screen, you cannot tell how the response had been 
previously resolved by yourself. 

You may use the [Continue] button to return to the first not yet coded response, and to continue coding. 
Each previously observed response being skipped keeps its previously assigned code or status unless it 
has been explicitly receded. 

Pressing [Previous] four times 

Pressing [Next] twice 

Pressing [Continue] 

While coding a previously observed response, the following are displayed. 

On the Tier 2 coding screen: 
Prejf.iout becomes Next 

On the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen: A warning is displayed 
above the action buttons. 

Cnnhniip 



4.11 Exit Coding 

i E»t Cocfog 

from Adjudication & 
Re-Coding screen 

-18 

The [Exit Coding] button ends the coding session of the Adjudication & Re-
Coding screen. 

At any time while coding responses using the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen, you may choose to end 
the coding session. 

When you click on the [Exit Coding] button from the Adjudication & Re-Coding screen, the system 
returns to the Place of Work menu for Tier3 Coding where you may choose to start another coding 
session or Exit from the Place of Work Interactive Coding System. 

Hint: When you are using the Tier 2 coding screen and wish to end the coding session, click on 
the [Close] button to return to the Adjudication & Re-coding screen. From the Adjudication 
& Re-coding screen, use the [Exit Coding] button as described above. 
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5. Coding Referred/Deferred Responses 

5.1 Selection of a Database of Referred/Deferred Responses 

When the option [Coding Referred & Deferred] is selected, a browse window labelled [Regional 
Databases of Referred Responses] lists all the files of Referred/Deferred Responses which are to be 
coded. 

Manually scroll up or down the browse window looking for the response file 
to be opened. 

Click anywhere on the row to select a response file. A row will toggle from a 
normal to a highlighted appearance indicating it has been selected. 

DlrfNane 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 

East 
Montreal and surrounding CNfls 
Quebec except Region 2 
Toronto 
Otiier sourtliern CMAs and CA 
Ontario except Region 4 and Region 
Manitoba, Saskatcheuan and Alberta 
British Columbia and Territories 
2C 

TIER3 1 
TIERS 2 
TIERS S 
TIERS It 
TIERS 5 
TIERS 6 
TIERS 7 
TIERS 8 
TIERS 9 

RecPiocVRecCount 

298\S162 
298\S162 
298\3162 
298\3162 
298\S162 
298\S162 
298\S162 
298\3162 

UseiName 

Click on the [Select] button to 
confirm that you wish to open 
the response file selected. 

Click on the [Close] button to 
exit the browse window without 
opening a response file. 

Short names are used for field headers. These are: 

Region 
DbfName 
RecPro 
RecCount 
UserName 

Number and name of the regional database; 
Database file name; 
Number of responses which have been processed (coded) in the database file; 
Total number of responses in the database file; and 
Name of the user who is currendy using the database file, if applicable. 

As a Tier 3 coder, you must select one database file among the files which are not currentiy being used by 
another user. When the UserName field is blank, it indicates that the database file is not being used and 
can be selected. When the UserName is not blank, it indicates that the database file is currently being 
used and cannot be selected. 
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5.2 Referred/Deferred Responses Screen 

When a response file of Referred/Deferred Responses is opened, a coding screen labelled 
[Referred/Deferred Responses] is displayed. 

The bottom segment of the screen is a scrollable list of all responses stored in the selected Regional 
Databases of Referred/Deferred Responses. Each of these responses must be coded. The design of this 
coding screen permits a Tier 3 coder to apply a coding decision to many selected responses at once. 

Upon entry, no responses have yet been highlighted, so all action buttons are dimmed and not 
functional except for the [Sort by] and [Exit Coding] buttons. 

Upon entry, no reference file records have yet been selected, so the [Reference 
File Record] segment of the screen is empty. 

Responses Referred from Tier Two 

Padaa Hhtwi PBfsnf r Finn lOric StnaiDB Sttww Sitii PcodB Ctd COM) 

£013414 005 002 
3S03230II315 on 

MASELLANENGINEEniNG 117 MURFWC SI KlNSrfSOTTAWA 

HADLEY GIFTS INC 323 STJOHN RD Hfflani 
OTTAWA. HUlit 

JMDNTBSL ] i 

35M205S!IS0 002 jiraiSBCAN«>AlNC_ 1117 ST CATHERINE H3B1H91M0NTREAL 'HONTReAL l( 
K»1A1 iHAWKESBUFrilHAWKESBURyli £0465141180 OOS iSERQELACHOKDTOENTUf)-1^ 

OCT iDAHL MAWAEEMENT LTD j BO 
litAUii ST 

S049328|39i PEUSSIER ST _i_ JWINPSOR | W : M D S D B 

3SD55(SB'37S Offi lAG DESIGN WORKS 407(2 1ST >T2P2Y3!CM.GAPY '.CALGARY 

350583081340 001 A B REPARATION 1553|PRINaPftLE lOjEIWBiSAINTEJUUE [MONTREAL l( 

- 4 

Upon entry, responses are sorted by PEDEA. 

Upon entry, the first column of each row is blank. No responses have yet been tagged as 
belonging to a group. 

Each component of the Referred/Deferred Responses screen is described in the following sections. 
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5.3 Action Buttons 

| ^ < # ' - W x - ^ 5 | I i f ^ isa iitf^^^iii liijft̂ î î i iiî iĵ ': îj F ^ S B S S Z Pieviejs 

E ît Coding 

A group of six (6) buttons plus one (1) individual [Exit Coding] button are 
displayed horizontally in the top row of the Referred/Deferred Responses screen. Each button contains a 
brief description of the action each initiates. 

During a coding session, each button will toggle from a highlighted to a dimmed appearance indicating 
whether a given action can or cannot be initiated. A button is highlighted and functional when certain 
conditions specific to each action are met. 

Example: 
[Code] button is functional only if a reference file record is currentiy selected and the first column of at 
least one response record is tagged. 

[Reference File], [Print Report], [Tag None], and [Preview] buttons are functional only when the first 
column of at least one response record is tagged. 

Each button has a special character called a hot key. The hot key is the underlined character in the 
description associated with the action button. To initiate the action, you may click on the button using 
the mouse or enter its hot key character using the keyboard. 

5.4 Reference File Record 

This segment of the screen displays the reference file record currentiy selected from the Tier 2 coding 
screen, if applicable. Upon entry, this segment of the screen is empty because no reference file record 
has yet to be selected from the Tier 2 coding screen. 

The illustration below is an example of this segment of the screen after the [Reference File] button has 
been pressed, and a record has been selected from one of the reference files using the Tier 2 coding 
screen. 

Reference Fi/e Retxirc 

Postal Code: IC1N5M5, OTTAWA 

67 to 123 MURRAY ST 

OTTAWA, OTTAWA - HULL, ONTARIO 

Postal Codes 
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The illustration below is an example of this segment of the screen after the [Reference File] button has 
been pressed, and one of the Special Case categories selected from the Tier 2 coding screen. 

Reference Fi/e Recorc 

WorkPlaceLocation: At Home 

Special Case Responses 

5.5 Browse Window of Responses 

The bottom segment of the screen is a scrollable list displaying responses that have been referred by Tier 
1 or 2 coders or deferred by Tier 3 coders. Each row represents one respondent, and each column 
corresponds to a particular characteristic of the respondent. 

{ Pedsa IHio iuB 

1 35Ot3414>005 

3SD32301 
35042059 
3SD4SSI4 

SD4S3S 

315 
(« } 
10) 
330 

^155958 375 
35IB8308I340 

POISflt 
002 

001 
(S2 

as, 
001 
OIB 
001 

| ~ - { ••• 

.j 

Responses Referred from Tier 

Fan 
MA&EUANENGIMEERiNG 

HADiiy e r r s INC • 
102150 CANA0AIHC 
SERGE LAC80IX DT OENTUF 
DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD 
AG DESIGN WORKS 
ABREFKRATION 

1 1 

• ! ' ; • • 

1 
i 

i . ! 
I 

i 

' i ! 
, - . . . _ - ^ . j _ 

. 

Dvie, 
1171 

323 

JllZ] 
is-i 

S50 
407 

1553 

Stna i ia '• 
MURRAY 

STJOHN 
ST CATHERINE 
MAIN 
PEUSSIER 

2 

Two 

ISt^we 

1ST 
Shfit 

IRD.. < 

i 1ST 
iST 1 
•ST . 

PHiNQPALE 

1 
; 

_ 

P c o d s l Csd 1 C B W | ( 
K I N S M S I O T T A W A 1 OTTAWA - HUU t 

H9R3Jll - iMONTREAL !( 
K 3 8 1 H 3 ; M 0 N T R E A L 

KEA1A1 HAWKESBURV 
WINDSOR 

T3>2r3iCAUiARY 
J3E1WE<SAINTE>nJUE 

1 

i t 
• 

j 
1 

i 

i 
1 i 

i , 1 

MONTREAL K 
MAWISSSURVIC 

WINDSOR }( 
CALGARY 1/ 
MONTREAL \ 

1 
X 
-

' ' 1 
\ t 1 

; i I 
I 

1 

1 

1 

. _ i 1 
j I 1 
I 
• 

! 1 

„ 

_J. 
1 

LT" .' " 
_, _ _ 

' 

t 

The window displays only a segment of the entire response file. You can use the scroll bars which appear 
along the right and bottom edges of the window to scroll through the response file. If you are not familiar 
with these windows operations, refer to section 6 - Scrolling a File. 
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This screen illustrates the same respondent records when scrolled to the rightmost limit of the 
window. 

R e s p o n s e s Referred from Tier Two 
Piov 1 " Rawadd 

ONTARIO'll7 MURRAY ST 
QUEBEC I323STJOHNRO 
QUEBEC '1I17STCATHERINE 
ONTARIO 1151 MAIN 
OMTARIOlSSOPEUSSIERST - -
AL8ERTA14072ST 
QUEBEC il'S531^INaPALE -. 

j 
. i 

,• = i , , - , 
1 • - . 

. . r 
. I 

1 • 
1 

1 
1 j 

Ranpc R M V C W 

KINSM^OTTAWA ONTARIO 
HSR3J1 
H381H3 
KGA1A1 
AAA 
T2W3 
J3E1WE 

. -

MONTREAL QUEBEC 
HAWKESBURY ONTARU 

WINDSOR ONTARIO 
CALGARY ALBERTA 
SAINTEJUUE QUEBEC 

1 

) 

. - - t -

1 _._., , 

RMcsd' 

HAMILTON 
GRIMSBY 
MARKHAM 

RmcBUi jAthoma 

lo 
HAMILTOllo 
HAMILTQIJO 
TOROMTdo 

MISSISSAU^TORONTQO 
OAKViOE 
OTTAWA 

TOROHTdO 
OTTAWA lo 

1 

1 
1 

Outcan 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Noibt 
0 
D 
0 
1 

0 0 
0 ;o 
D 0 

1 

, 

Usud 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

— 

• ; ' i f •• 

- 1 
i 
f 

1 

1 
1 

- : t 

1 
I 
1 
1 " " " • " 

t 

— — • • - . U - . - — 

Note 
(MftlO 

nsmo 
mamo 
(Ftorno 
ntcno 
Memo 
inviTkfi 

— 

' ._[. ' 
1 

Pmote 

i 

'~ 

> 
• • • f 

1 

1 

, 
i 
1 

1 

1 

i 
i 

1 

.; 1 .. 

Column 1 

A Tier 3 coder may choose to group responses to be coded or printed together because of the similarities 
or common nature of these responses. The first column has no header and toggles from a blank to a 
highlighted appearance when you click on it. When the first column of a row is highlighted, it indicates 
that the response is tagged and belongs to a group of responses. This special column cannot be sized nor 
moved. 
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Columns 2 through 24 

All other columns have headers and each of these fields can be moved or sized. These are: 

PEDEA Province, FED, Enumeration Area (of residence); 
Hhnum Householdnumber (of residence); 
Persnr Person number (within household); 
Firm Raw write-in response to industry "Name of Firm " question; 
Civic Parsed version of civic number of street address; 
Stname Parsed version of street name; 
Sttype Parsed version of street type; 
Stdir Parsed version of street direction; 
Pcode Postal code derived in batch by PCODE software; 
Csd Parsed version of name of city, town, village, Indian reserve; 
CMA Place of Work CMA/CA name derived in batch; 
Prov. Parsed version of province/territory; 
Rawadd Raw write-in response to Place of Work "street address " question; 
Rawpc Raw write-in response to Place of Work "postal code " question; 
Rawcsd Raw write-in response to Place of Work "name of city, town, village, Indian reserve "; 
Rescsd Residential CSD name; 
ResCMA Residential CMA/CA name; 
Athome Response to Place of Work "at home " check-box; and 
Outcan Response to Place of Work "outside Canada " check-box; 
Nofix Response to Place of Work "no fixed address " check-box 
Usual Response to Place of Work "address specified below " check-box; 
Note^ Comments written by previous coders when response was referred/deferred; and 
Pmote Comments written by Tier 3 coder when response is printed. 
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5.6 Tag First Column 

A Tier 3 coder may choose to group responses because of the similarities or common nature of these 
responses. The design of the Referted/Deferred Responses screen permits Tier 3 coders to apply a coding 
decision to many selected responses at once, or to generate a report for a group of responses. 

When you click on the first column of any row which is blank, its appearance toggles from a blank to a 
highlighted appearance. When the first column of a row is highlighted, it indicates that the response is 
tagged and belongs to a group of responses. 

Click on the first column of each 
response that you wish to be part 
of the group. 

Then click anywhere on the top 
segment of the screen to 
refresh all action buttons. 

iCALGARY 
!J3E1W6!SA!NTEgULIE 'MONTREAL 

Click on a tagged column to reset its appearance to blank 

The number and kind of actions which are functional is dependent upon the presence of at least one 
tagged response record. 

When no response records are tagged, only one action button is functional. A Tier 3 coder is limited to 
sorting responses when no response records are tagged. 

When at least one response record is tagged, but no reference file record is currently selected from the 
Tier 2 coding screen, the following action buttons are functional. 

& M Report 

When at least one response record is tagged and a reference file record is currentiy selected from the 
Tier 2 coding screen, all action buttons are functional. 

TaflMone Previeag 
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5.7 Tag None 

Tiin None '' ^ ^ ^^^° None] button resets the first colunm of all response records to blank. 
.??..11""1"1.. \ 

The [Tag None] button is functional only if the first column of at least one response record is tagged. By 
pressing the [Tag None] button, the first column of all deferred/referred responses is automatically set to 
blank, and therefore all action buttons, except the [Sort by] button, are dimmed. 
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5.8 Sort by 

5(1,1 j,„ I The [Sort by] button is a function available to change the sort order of records 
" displayed in the browse window of referred/deferred responses. 

By sorting the list of referred/deferred responses. Tier 3 coders can identify similarities and differences in 
response patterns. Sorting responses is useful when attempting to group responses. 

When you click on the [Sort by] button, the Sort by dialog appears. 

PHaHHBB 

Residence: 

Raised Responses: 

Write-in responses: 

O PEDEA 

<S)Cily 

O Street name 

O Postal code 

O Firm name 

O Tagged 

ffli: 

L.ancel 

a 

Hetctd lB<sf65a|. 
Responses Referred from Tier Two 

4. 

Select the sort order to display 
records. 
Choose [OK] to initiate the sort. 
Click anywhere on the second 
window at the bottom of the 
screen to display data in the 
requested order. 
Choose [Cancel] to exit the Sort 
by dialog without changing the 
display order of records. 

Responses are automatically 
displayed in the requested 
sort order. 

Him Civic Steane JSlSoee sm Pcoile Csd Cma 
IMASELLAN ENGINEERING 117 MURRAY :ST K1NSM5 OTTAWA I OTTAWA- HUj^QNII 

" jMOhJTRE^ :OyE 
' MoTNTRkAL ""OUJ 

GRIMSBY HAMILTOItlOZISD CANADAINC I I IT iST CATHERINE 
HAMILTON HAMILTOKHADLEYGIFTS INC 323ISTJOHN 
f*kRKHAM TDRQHTqSERGE lACROK DT DENTUF ISIjMAIN 

RD 
H%1H9 MONTREAL 
H9)3J1 

-ST ..1 KGAIAI HAWKESBURV^HAWiCESBURv''ONTl 
MISStSSAUC TORONT0DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD SSOiPaiSSIER 1ST WINDSOR ^WINDSOR 
QAKMLLE TORONTdA G DESIGN WORKS 40712 iST T2P2Y3 OW.6ABY CALGARY 
OTTAWA ,DITAWA'.ABREPAHATIDN 1553;PRINa»LE J3E1W6 SAINTE-JUUE ! M 0 N T R £ A L OUEI 

The order in which fields occupy columns is dependent upon the Sort by field selected. However, a coder 
may choose to change the display order and display size of any column (except for column 1 which 
cannot be moved nor sized). If you are not familiar with these windows operations, refer to Section 6 -
Scrolling a File. 
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The following are examples of records from a response file displayed in different sort orders. 

Sort by: ^ PEDEA 

Responses Referred from Tier Tv/o 
Pedaa JHhmimlfemu 
3S]13414!0C5 
350323011315 
35042Q59<060 
350(6S14il80 
3SMS32S|330 
350550^ 
7SSSS3SSi 

.002 
IQOI 
002 

lOOE 
IISI 

37E lots 
3(0 ICOI 

fhm 
MAGELLAN ENGINEERING 
HADL£Y GIFTS INC 
1D215D CANADA INC 
SERGE LACROK DT DENTUR 
DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD 
AG DESIGN V^RKS 

Civie 
117 
323 

1117 
15t 
550 
407 

ABREPARATlbN | 1553 

Sinaaw 
MURRAY 
ST JOHN 

Siiyps Stifii 
SI 
RD 

Sf CATHERINE 
MAIN 
PEUSSIER 
3 

ST 
ST 
ST 

PBINOPALE 

Pcodo C*d 
KINSM^OTTAWA 
H9R3I1 
H381HS 
K&VIAI 

•{2PZO 

MONTREAL 
HAWKESBUR^ 
WINDSOR 
CALGARY 

JX1WE SAINTE-JUUE 

Cma' ll 
OTTAWA-HUtit 
MONTREAL It 
M 0 N T R £ A L ,( 

HA'w/KESBURvIt 
WINDSOR !l 
C«.GARY 'J 
î ONTREAL Tl 

Sort by: ^ CMA 

Responses Referred from Tier Two 
"FiiB I O w e "Stttann Sttn»e Sh&l Pcode Cma C*d PIOV Rawa4 * 

'MASEUAN ENGINEERING 117 MURRAY ST IK1NB45 OTTAWA-HULQTTAWA jOHTARlO 
MONTREAL JQUEBEC 

lUMl , 
1117 S 

[QUEBEC 323S1 
HAMILTQglOZiai CANADA WC 
HAMILTO^HADLEY GIFTS INC 

1117 ST CATHERINE 
SZ^STJOHN' RO 

! : H 3 8 1 H 9 I M D N T R E A L 

, ;Hg=i3U1 J M O N T R G L 

"IJSEIWEIMDNTREAL OTTAWA (A B REPiUiATION 
TORCNTQA G DESIGN WORKS 

1553 PRiNan!a£ 
407 

SAINTE-AIUE 'QUEBEC 11553 F 
ST iTaPZi^ ICALGAfflf 

17 
CALGARY iALBERTA[4072< 

TORONTCSERGELACROKDTOENTUB 151 MAIN ST K6A1A1 ;HAWKESSURY,HAWKESeURy',0NTABI0Tl51 Ml 
TORDWTqPAHL MANAGEMENT LTD j 55(1.PEUSSIER ST L J _ IWINOSOR WINDSOR !DNTARI0:55QPE 

Sort by: ^ Street name 

Responses Referred from Tier Two 
Stnane |S«ype Shfiil Ciwc] Pcode Fom ' Ctd Coa •prov Rawadd 

JIL 405T2PW3 A B DESIGN WORKS IDeiBfiRY CALSA'?Y [ALBERTA 407 2 ST 
MAIN ;sT 151 K6A1A1 SERGE LACROKDT DENTUHHAWKESBURVl HAWKESSUR^IONTARtO 151 MAIM 
MyRR«! '_ 
PEUSSIER 

tST 117 K1N5M5 

4iL 5 ^ 
WlGEIJL/U«L^MGfNEERING 
DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD " 

OTTAWA_ 
WINDSOR 

QTW^fAJlUl 
WINDSOR 

ONTARIO 
ONTARIO 

117MURRAY_ST 
SafPEUSSJERS 

PRINOF»L£ • 1^J3E1WSl A B REPARATION SAINTEJUUE MOMTRgAL QUEBEC lS3PRINafW.E 
ST CATHERINE m 7 H 3 8 1 H 3 

3ZSHSR3J1 
1021S) CANADA INC MONTREAL .MONTREAL QUEBEC 1117STO!»THER 

ST JOHN :RD HADLEY GIFTS INC MONTREAL.. [QUEBEC .t323ST JOHN RD 

Sort by: <S* Postal code 

R e s | 
Pcisde I t jy ic 

I 550 
H381HS| 1117 
HS)3Jli 323 

SbMUBc' 
PEUSSIER 

SUfpe 
ST 

s t CATHERINE 1 
STJOHN RD 

J3E1W6 1^if>RJN0BALE 1 
M N S M S 117iMURRAY 

KEAIAll I S I I M A I N 

T2P2«3J 407 2 . _ . . . _ _ . . . 

ST 
ST 
ST. 

Shfir 
l o n s e s Referred from Tier Two 

Fan ' 1 Cma | " Csd I Piov 
DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD jWIWSOR IWIND50H O^nARIO 

Raviadd 
550 PEUSSIER SI 

102150 CANADA INC I M O N T R E A L I M O N T R E A L iQUEBEC hl17STCATHERI 
HADLEY GIFTS INC MONTREAL j , QUEBEC 

A B REPARATION 'MONTREAL SAINTEJUUE IQUEBEC 
323 ST JOHN RD 
1K3PRINCIPALE 

MA&ELLAN ENGINEERING lOTTAWA-HUUOTTAWA |0NTtf:i0|l17MURRAYST 
SERGELACROKDT DENTURHAWKESSUFrn^HAWKE^URYiONTARIOMSI MAIN 
AGDESIGKWORT^ ICAUSARY JCALGARY 'ALBERTA *07 2.ST 

, 

1 

Sort by: <S> Firm name 

Responses Referred from Tier Two 
FniD Civic Stnaae SUypg Stdb Pcodel Coia Cid Prav Rawadd 

lOZIS) CANADA INC 
ABREfWIATION 

1117 ST CATHERINE 
1553 PRINQFVtLE 

H3S1H9 MONTREAL 
JBETW^MDNfRgAl" 

.MONTREAL QUEBEC imST_CATHERII 
ISAINTEJUUE IQUEBEC 11553 P R I N D P A L I 

T2P2Y3ICMGARY IWLGARY lALBERTA 4072ST AG DESIGN WORKS 
T -

4072 ST 
DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD SKI PEUSSIER ST I IWINDSOR IWINOSOR IONTARIOj550reUSSIERST 

: , lH9R3J1.MONTfleAL'~T 

T ~ jKINSSof lAWA • HUjOTTAWA 
IqUEBEC 323 ST JOHN RD 
•.ONTARIO", 117 MURRAY "ST 

HADLEY GIFTS INC i 3231STJ0HN 
MAGELLAN ENGINEERING 117^ MURRAY 

RD. 
ST • 

iKSAIAIiHA^nflCESBURYHAWKESBURIliONTARiOilSI MAIN SERGE lACROKDTOENTUH 151|MAIN ST 
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Sort by: ® Tagged column 

Responses Referred from Tier Two 
Pedoa HhnuB Peiini Fan Dvic S b i ^ S I ^ P B | S > I & | Pcode Ccd Coa 

340 001 ABREmfiAIIQN 1553 PRINOPiftLE 
3SaS50SB 376 005 AG DESIGN WORKS 407 
S04K14 1B0 OOG SERGE LAOtOIXOT DENTUR ISIIMAIN 

rr iJ3E1V« 
ST 

SAINTEJUUE MONTREAL 
!T2P2r3 CALGARY CALGARY \A 

3SD4932S 330 001 DAHCMANAGEMENTLTO •aoireussiER ST 
nftWKtagUHTII1AW|i±.aBUftT.> 
VyiNDSOR [WINDSOR Td 

( 

35013414 OCS 002 MAGELLAN ENGINEERING 117:MURHAY 
1117JST CATHERINE 

ST K1NSM5 DTTiWA OTTAWA • HUtO 
39142(103 090 002 I1Q21S0CANAOAINC !H:SIHS MONTREAL I M O N T R E A L ^ 
135032301 315 Om iHADLEY GIFTS INC 323, ST JOHN RD >H913J1 MONTREAL 

When responses are sorted on the tagged column, the responses are not 
automatically displayed in the requested order. 

Click anywhere on the browse window to display responses in the requested 
order. This extra step is required only for this kind of sort. 

When responses are sorted on the tagged column, rows where the first column is not tagged are displayed 
first, followed by rows where the first column is tagged. This option is useful to verify the composition 
of a group of tagged responses. 
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5.9 Reference File 

At any time while attempting to resolve referred/deferred responses, you may choose to search reference 
files for the most appropriate code using the same coding screen and procedure designed for Tier 2 
coders. The [Reference File] button is functional only if at least one response record is tagged. 

The [Reference File] button toggles to the coding screen used by Tier 2 
coders. 

from Referred/Deferred 
Responses screen 

The [Reference File] button from the Referred/Deferred Responses screen, if pressed, displays the coding 
screen used by Tier 2 coders with the data of the first respondent to be coded in the group of tagged 
responses. 

Upon entry, the system assists the coder by automatically searching for the closest matching record in one 
of the reference files. The reference file record returned from the default search is displayed in the 
bottom segment of the screen. 

Recensement du Canada 199B\ 1996 Census of Canada 
Edit Window 

Postalcode w 
P O S T A L C O D E 

Place Street TypelDir^ Cilg Cma Piovinc * 
V6?1Z5 1201- ^23S 0iVAMCOUVER BURRARD 
V6Z2A3 11400- 1 4 ^ E iVANCOUVER BURRARD 
VEZ2!k8 701- 733 ;0:VANCGUVER NELSON 

SI 
;st 
IsT 

IVANCOLA/ER 
IVANCOUVER 

VBZ2C1 

VANCOUVER 
VANCOUVER 

VANCOUVER IVANCOUVER"" 

i BRITISH 
TBRITISH 

BRITISH 
; 1301- 1393 :0 'VAHCOUVEH 

VEZS1 j s n -
VEZX3 SQO- 333' 

V6ZX7 aaa- SSB 

jHORNBY 
EiVANOlUVER 
E jVANCOUVER 

EIVAMCOUVER 

SMiTHE 
ST VANCOUVER •VANCOUVER ;BRITISH 
ST 

FVM3RC 
iVANCOUVER VANCOUVER 

iST 
ROBSON ST 

IVANCOUVER 

IVANCOUVER" 

VANCOUVER 
; BRITISH 

TBRiTl'SH 

VANCOUVER IBRITISH 
VEZ234 !124E-12S) E .VANCOUVER HORNBY ST .COOUITLAM VANCOUVER 
VBZ2KS aj i - 939 'D:VANCOUVER SMITHE ST .VANCOUVER 

vsza.5 
'VANCOUVER 

jBRITISH 

IBRITIS'H 
S B - ^ 3 lE ^VANCOUVER 

vszas ; 1300 • 1 ^ 8 E IVANOIUVER 

firr 
« « . ««i3 Tc'WAMminnrp 

NELSON 
HORNBY 

ST VANCOUVER 
'ST 

VANCOUVER IBRITISH 
VANCOUVER 

Hmtff i>/AMmm,To 
iVANCOUVER 
luAMrniiviFia, 

^BRITISH 
iHRITjiJlli 3 

!-•. 

In this User Guide, we refer to the above as the Tier 2 coding screen. 
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The following is an overview of the options available to Tier 3 coders when resolving responses using the 
Tier 2 coding screen. 

Select 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

iSpe^^CJ^t] 
from Tier 2 coding screen 

To select and copy a record from one of the reference files to the 
Referred/Deferred Responses screen. 

To load the Census Tract reference file and select a record from it. 

To copy the special case indicator on the Referred/Deferred Responses 
screen. A special case is an "odd" response which cannot be coded 
from any of the reference files available. 

When one of the above buttons from the Tier 2 coding screen is pressed and its associated action 
completed, the system toggles back to the Referred/Deferred Responses screen and copies the latest 
selection made to the Reference File Record segment of Referred/Deferred Responses screen. None of 
the responses in the group actually gets coded at this point in time. 

Reference File Record copied from the Tier 2 coding screen. 

Responses Referred from Tier Two 
Pedea' HhnwD Peinu Film Civic Stnaiae SUypg Stift I Pcode l ' C t d ' Daa I i * 

135013414 005 002 MAGELLAN ENGINEERING 117 MURRAY 'ST K1NSM5!0TTAWA {OTTAWA-HUi;! 
[HSRSII 35032301 315" 001 HADLEY GIFTS INC 323 STJOHN MONTREAL 'I 

S042IBS090 002 102150 CANADA INC 1117 ST CATHERINE jH3B1H3|MONTnEAL TMONTREAL \l 

35Me5M'-iaO 006 iSERGELACROKOTDENTUFi 1S1 MAIN ST IK6A1A1 iHAWKESBURMHAWKESBURVt 
3Sa49326!330 001 JDAHLMANAGEMENT LTD S9D PEUSSIER SI 'WINDSOR {WINDSOR 

376 
35D5830B'340 

0 ^ 
DOT" 

!AG0ra6NJl*raRI<S_ 
"TAB'flEPARAflON 

j_407 
'i isa 

ST I T2P2lf3. CALGARY iCALGARY ,, 
PRINDWLE 'J3E1W6:SAINTEJUUETiiiDNTREAL ll 

When the Reference File Record is copied, the [Code] button on the Referred/Deferred Responses screen 
automatically becomes highlighted and functional. The [Code] button on the Referred/Deferred 
Responses screen, if pressed, assigns the Reference File Record to all tagged responses in the group. 

At any time, a Tier 3 coder may decide to toggle back from the Tier 2 coding screen to the 
Referred/Deferred Responses screen without selecting any reference file record using the [Close] button. 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

To close the Tier 2 coding screen and toggle back to the 
Referred/Deferred Responses screen without selecting any reference 
file record. 
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What is different for a Tier 3 coder on the Tier 2 coding screen? 

The functions available to the Tier 3 coders include all those available to Tier 2 coders with the following 
exceptions. 

The major difference is that no response is automatically considered coded when the [Select], [Census 
Tract] or [Special Case] button is pressed from the Tier 2 coding screen. When any of these buttons is 
pressed and its associated action completed from the Tier 2 coding screen, the system toggles back to the 
Referred/Deferred Responses screen and copies the latest selection made to the Reference File Record 
segment of the screen. 

Other differences are that the following buttons are always dimmed and not functional on the Tier 2 
coding screen for Tier 3 coders. 

Previous 

Next 

Continue 

There is no equivalent of these buttons for a Tier 3 coder on the 
Referred/Deferred Responses screen. 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

The [Refer] button is used by Tier 1 and 2 coders to refer coding of a 
response to a team of coders with more experience and expertise. This 
button is not available to Tier 3 coders. 

Deter j 

from Tier 2 coding screen 

The [Defer] button is not functional when coding referred/deferred 
responses. A Tier 3 coder has full control over the coding sequence of 
these responses, so he/she may implicitly defer coding to a later time by 
leaving responses uncoded in the database file upon exit. 
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5.10 Code 

S5.?*f| 1 The [Code] button assigns the record selected from the reference file to all 
•' tagged responses. 

from Referred/Deferred 
Responses screen 

At any time while attempting to resolve referred/deferred responses, you may decide to code at once all 
tagged responses. The [Code] button is functional only if the first column of at least one response record 
is tagged, and if a Reference File Record or a Special Case indicator has been selected from the Tier 2 
coding screen. 

Click on the [Code] button to assign the Reference File Record to all tagged 
responses. 

When you click on the [Code] button, a confirmation dialog appears. You must supply an answer to the 
Code confirmation dialog. 

Code confirmation 

Code tagged records 

wmm Cancel 

1. Choose [OK] to confirm that the selected Reference File Record is a suitable match for all tagged 
respondent records. The tagged respondent records are now considered to be coded and are 
automatically removed from the list of responses to be coded. 

2. Choose [Cancel] to cancel and exit the Code confirmation dialog without coding any response. 

Warning: No [Previous] button is available when coding using the Referred/Deferred Responses 
screen. The [OK] button from the Code confirmation dialog executes an irreversible 
coding decision. 
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5.11 Print Report 

^ Print Report 
The [Print Report] button of the Referred/Deferred Responses screen sends 
to the printer a report listing all tagged response records. 

from Referred/Deferred 
Responses screen 

At any time while attempting to resolve referred/deferred responses, you may decide to print a report of 
one or more tagged responses. The [Print Report] button is functional only if at least one response record 
is tagged. 

When you click on the [Print Report] button, a Print report confirmation dialog appears. You must 
supply an answer to the Print report confirmation dialog. 

Print Record? 

Comments: 

OK Cancel 

To enter a message: 
Position the cursor where you wish 
to enter text and click on the mouse. 
A blinking insertion point shows 
where the text will be inserted. 

The comments field is optional. It is a data entry field where you may type notes for yourself or a 
message to send to other members of the Tier 3 coding team. 

1. Type any comments you wish to send to other members of the Tier 3 coding team. 

2. Choose [OK] to confirm that you wish to print the report. 

3. Choose [Cancel] to cancel and exit the Print report confirmation dialog. 
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5.12 Preview 

The [Preview] button of the Referred/Deferred Responses screen lets you 
preview on-line a report of all records whose first column is currently tagged. 

At any time while attempting to resolve referred/deferred responses, you may decide to preview a report 
of one or more records whose first column is tagged. The [Preview] button is functional only if at least 
one response record is tagged. 

The following is a sample of a fiill Page Preview for the Referred/Deferred Responses report. 
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The following is a sample of a Page Preview which has been zoomed in for the Referred/Deferred 
Responses report. You can use the scroll bars which appear along the right and bottom edges of the 
preview window to scroll through the report. 
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When previewing a formatted report on-line, the following buttons are available: 

To close the preview and return to the Referred/Deferred Responses screen. OK 

Neict 

Prcvinu:^ 

^ooiB In 

Zoom Out 

To preview the next or previous page of a report. 

To go to a specific page of a report. 

To zoom in or out on a page of the report. 
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Exit Coding 
The [Exit Coding] button ends the coding session of referred/deferred 
responses. 

from Deferred/Referred 
Responses screen 

At any time while coding responses using the Referred/Deferred Responses screen, you may choose to 
end the coding session. 

When you click on the [Exit Coding] button, the system returns to the Place of Work menu for Tier3 
Coding where you may choose to start another coding session or Exit from the Place of Work Interactive 
coding system. 

Hint: When you are using the Tier 2 coding screen and wish to end the coding session, click on 
the [Close] button to return to the Referred/Deferred Responses screen. From the 
Referred/Deferred Responses screen, use the [Exit Coding] button as described above. 
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6. Scrolling a File 

6.1 To Scroll a File 

A window displays only a segment of a file (or of a report) at a time. You can use the scroll bars which 
appear along the right and bottom edges of the window to scroll through a file (or a report). 

The illustration below describes how to use the arrow boxes and the scroll box within the vertical scroll 
bar to scroll up or down a window. The same steps apply to scroll a window from left to right using the 
horizontal scroll bar. 

To scroll slowly, one line at a time, click once on one of the arrow 
boxes located at either end of the scroll bar. 

To scroll continously, one line at a time, click on one of the airow 
boxes and hold down the mouse button. 

arrow box \~ 

scroll box — 

__L-Lli 

The list is scrolled in the direction of the arrow box. 

To scroll, one screen at a time, click once below or above the scroll 
box in the scroll bar. 

The list is scrolled up when clicking above the scroll box, or down, 
when clicking below the scroll box. 

To scroll rapidly through the list, click on and drag the scroll box up 
or down in the scroll bar. 

The list is scrolled in the direction that the scroll box is being 
dragged. 
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6.2 To Change the Display Width of a Field 

When fields from a file are displayed in a window, you can change the display width of any field in the 
window. The actual width of the field in the database is not modified, only its display width. Data could 
seem to disappear or get cut off when sizing; however, you cannot damage the underlying data when 
modifying the display width of a field. 

1 Finn 
.̂̂ ^̂ ' 

tlTivic 
102150 CANAD4 INC 1117 

" A B RE"PARATIDN" ' 1553 

" A ' G DESIGN V 7 D R K S 40?" 
" DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD ' ' " ' 550 
"HADLEfslFTSINC ""'• 323 
'MAGELLAN'ENGIN'EERING "il7 
" S E R G E LACR'D'IX D T ' D E N T ' U R O T H E R A P E U T I : 151 

Position the cursor on the vertical line in 
between field headings. 
The cursor darkens and grows arrows on 
its sides. 
Drag the vertical line left or right to 
widen or narrow the display size of the 
field. 

6.3 To Change Display Order of Fields 

When fields from a file are displayed in a window, you can change the display order of the fields in the 
window. This does not change the actual order of the fields in the database, only the display order. 

y 
Vioif Firm 

1 QUEBEC 102150 CANADA INC 
[QUEBEC A B REPARATION 

AL'BERTA'A G DESIGN WORKS 
L ONTARIO DAHL MANAGEMENT LTD 

Civic' 
1117 
1553 

407 
550 

1 QUEBEC HADLEY GIFTS INC ' 323 
[ ONf ARID 'MAGEliAH ENGINEERING " ' ~ i 17 

O N T A R I O ' S E ' R G E ' L A C R O I X D ' T D E N T U R O I ' 151 

Position the cursor on the heading of the 
field to be moved. 
Drag the field name that you want to 
move left or right until the column is 
relocated. 
In this example, the Prov. field was 
moved to become the first column. 
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7. Glossary 

In the User Guide and Place of Work Interactive Coding System, a number of terms and abbreviations are 
used to refer to geographical units used by the Census of Population. The following is a glossary for a 
quick-reference of the terms and abbreviations used by the Place of Work Interactive Coding System. 

Block-face 

Census 
metropolitan 
area (CMA) 

Place or 
placename 

Postal code 

A block-face representative point is the smallest recognizable geographical unit to 
which census data can be associated. The block-face refers to one side of a city 
street. Normally, the block-face is defined as the portion of the street between two 
consecutive intersections or between a road intersection and some other physical 
feature (such as a creek or railway track). Each block-face has a representative 
point which is arbitrarily situated in the approximate centre of the block-face and 
is associated with geographic coordinates. 

A census metropolitan area (CMA) is a very large urban area which shares a high 
degree of economic and social integration with adjacent urban and rural areas. A 
CMA differs from a census agglomeration by the size of the population. CMAs 
occur in urban areas with a population of at least 100, 000 (based on the previous 
census). Many cities may be included within a CMA, and, as a result, the same 
street will often appear in several different cities within a CMA. 

A place name is a general term for cities, towns, villages, localities, urban 
neighbourhoods, communities, airports, and other types of unincorporated places. 
Place names include the name of inhabited places, formerly inhabited places, and 
other names associated with some human activity. 

The postal code is a six-character alphanumeric code (A#A #A#) which has been 
defined and maintained by Canada Post Corporation in order to process mail. The 
first character of a postal code refers to a province or territory (or portion thereof) 
in alphabetic sequence from east to west across Canada. 
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8. Basic Operations in Windows 

A basic knowledge of Windows is required to use the Place of Work Interactive coding system. 

8.1 Mouse Operations Terminology 

To point Position the tip of the mouse pointer over the specified element without using the 
left mouse button. 

To click Position the tip of the mouse pointer over the specified element, and press once 
then release the left mouse button. 

To double-click Position the tip of the mouse pointer over the specified element, press and then 
release the left mouse button twice in quick succession. 

To drag Position the tip of the mouse pointer over the specified element, hold down the 
left mouse button, and move the mouse. The mouse pointer moves, dragging the 
element. Move the element to the desired location and release the left mouse 
button. 

8.2 Window Operations 

In Place of Work Interactive coding system, these buttons are programmed to be functional in specific 
windows only. 

] ^ To minimize a window Click on the Minimize button in the upper right comer of the 
window. 

To restore a minimized window Double-click on the icon representing the minimized window 
to be restored. 

m To maximize a window Click on the Maximize button in the upper right comer of the 
window. 

| § To restore a maximized window Click on the Restore button in the upper right comer of the 
window. 

To move an entire window Drag the title bar of the window to the desired location. 

To select a window Click anywhere on the window to be activated. The menu bar 
and borders of the selected window are darkened. 

To close a window Click on the Control-menu button in the upper left comer of 
the window. When you close the window of an application, 
the corresponding application stops. 
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